Schrader® is the global leader in original equipment (OE) Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS). Schrader TPMS sensors meet original equipment quality and performance standards. With more than 65 million vehicles equipped with TPMS on U.S. roads, and nearly 15 million more entering the U.S. market each year, the demand for the right TPMS partner is at an all-time high. Sensors with expiring batteries or with mechanical or electronic problems all require replacement to ensure driver safety. Schrader offers two quality solutions to your TPMS needs:

**OE Direct-Fit**

**Description:** 1-for-1 replacements for the millions of direct-fit sensors on global vehicle platforms since launching TPMS on the first production vehicles in 1997. Replacement sensors are made to fit specific applications based on vehicle make, model and year.

**Advantages:**
- Install an OE performance part without the need to reprogram
- Quick and easy TPMS sensor replacement
- OE fit, form and function

**EZ-sensor**

**Description:** The market’s first single SKU solution. An OE quality, fully programmable TPMS sensor.

**Advantages:**
- Eliminate lost sales and always have the right part
- Increase speed, accuracy and reduce the cost of servicing TPMS
- Works with many TPMS learn tools you may already own
- Match OE specifications with rubber snap-in valve stem and aluminum clamp-in options